Top Reasons We’ve Loved Living Here
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Stunning gourmet kitchen! Gorgeous slab granite throughout, extensive cabinetry, well-sized
gas cook top on the island with plenty of room to gather around! So much space to prep meals,
have a chili cook-off, host parties, gatherings, celebrations and good old fashioned potlucks. Plus
storage galore! The butlers pantry, regular pantry are perfect for prep and storage plus the cozy
desk area can easily be converted to shelving for more space! Dimmer switches make sneaking
downstairs for that midnight snack a lot easier! :)
The layout here is amazing! There are 5 full bedrooms upstairs including the guest suite with it’s
own bathroom plus the office/den on the main floor with it’s own closet. (It could be bedroom
#6!) There are so many options from changing one to a bonus room or a media space, create a
playroom or an art studio! These bedrooms and living spaces were well thought out and the light
just pours in through well sized windows! There is room for everyone here!
Walk into this wonderful master suite with it’s large bedroom, beautiful windows plus spacious
bathroom( including double sinks, soak tub, step in shower and well proportioned walk-in closet)
and you’ll never want to leave! Truly it’s a cozy retreat from the rest of the world!
The heart of this home is centered around the generous great-room concept with the kitchen,
eating area and family room all together. Every event that happens here is in this amazing space
which is also great for socializing while preparing meals! Easy access for grilling or using the
smoker is right out the French door to the covered patio!
This Renaissance-built home is set on one of the largest lots in the Pacific Crossing neighborhood
allowing space between neighbors and none of that ‘crammed’ in feeling with so many other
developments. There’s actually room to breathe here. It’s a very thoughtfully built home with
high-attention to detail on a wonderful lot with incredible neighborhood amenities: The whole
package!
Pacific Crossing is a special community with it’s thoughtful layout of sidewalks and walking paths.
Take note of the wide streets and the generous planning that went into the basketball courts,
Clubhouse (you can rent for special occasions), the seasonal pool, the park, play-structure and
more. Frankly, it’s a hidden gem and has been an amazing place to raise our kids!
Enjoy the thoughtfully landscaped and private backyard well planned out for beauty in all seasons,
scented flowers and easy maintenance. We are including the front and back yard water features
as well!
Well thought-out built-in details from the upstairs computer center to the main floor butlers
pantry and office off the kitchen! Extensive closets throughout plus additional storage under the
stairs and in hall closets. Looking for workshop space or a spot to tinker with tools? That tandem
3rd car by is a great option or a perfect place for big toys!
Climate control is a breeze with dual-zone furnace (actually two furnaces!) and air conditioning
which keeps the balance for upper and main floor temperatures just right!
Practicality counts and we’ve loved having laundry upstairs near all the bedrooms! With the
washer, dryer, sink, built ins and great layout, it’s been awesome!
The community of Forest Grove is special and still feels like a best kept secret! Close to the city
but still separate and having that small town feel with a sense of pride and togetherness. There
are tons of activities throughout the year and many service events. Just a few that we enjoyed:
4th of July fireworks at the nearby school, the annual car show in August on the Pacific University
campus.

We purposefully bought this home for our family of six because we wanted to raise our kids in
Forest Grove, in the county, in a special little town, in a great neighborhood. That decision did not
disappoint and that whole package has been one of the best decisions we’ve ever made. Time has
flown by for our family and we cannot believe the incredible memories we’ve been so fortunate
to create and enjoy in this special home! Everyone has flown out of the nest and are on their own.
Now it’s our turn to right-size! We know that this is going to be an amazing place full of life and new
memories for the family that gets to make it theirs.
We wish you the very best from our family to yours,

John & Terri

Renaissance Built is Better Built
Only a handful of the homes in the Pacific Crossing community are Renaissance built homes!
Stonebridge and DR Horton are simply not comparable.
Buyer to verify details with Renaissance Homes. Information below is directly from their website.
Renaissance homes were built on premium lots with extensive attention to detail
•

•
•

•

•

Rain screen siding:
“Wet conditions are part of our climate here in the Northwest. The Renaissance Rain Screen is
a moisture management system designed to address and protect against the causes of water
intrusion and the resulting damage that it can cause to a home. State requirements of a drainage
gap began with 2008’s Specialty Code, however, Renaissance Homes’ Pressure-Equalized Rain
Screen was designed by industry leaders and has been in use since early 2003. Many quality
homebuilders endeavor to follow in our foot-steps due to the Rain Screen’s proven superiority
over conventional siding systems.”
Commitment to green and energy star construction
Indoor air quality:
We have a programmable circulation system that is accessed in the laundry room! “The air
inside your home makes a difference in how you feel every day, and indoor air quality is a high
priority in the construction of a Renaissance home. With features like air filtration systems,
controlled ventilation and low-toxic building materials, a Renaissance Home may allow you to
breathe a little easier. The same building materials in a Renaissance Home that improve indoor
air quality also contribute to a cleaner environment, as less toxic products reduce environmental
pollutants.”
Open web floor trusses:
Open web truss joists allows for easier and faster mechanical systems installation. (plumbing,
electrical, HVAC) Mechanical systems are installed within the floors framing rather than hanging
below, allowing all of the heat ducts to be run between the floors. This eliminates ducting in the
attic or crawlspace and saves energy by NOT pushing heated air into a cold crawl space in the
winter or sending cool air into a hot attic in the summer. The joists allow the heat ducts to be
shorter and much more efficient. Any heat or cooling lost in the ductwork remains in the livable
space. Plumbing lines are run straighter and shorter allowing less pipe to be installed resulting in
hot water savings. Energy experts estimate that open web floor trusses can save significantly, up
to 16 percent, on your monthly heating and cooling bills. Ductwork is designed as well as sealed
to save energy. Testing is done by technicians to ensure tightness standards are met. Standard
duct systems can lose up to 30 percent of every dollar of heating and cooling costs. By using
mastic to seal all duct connections, conditioned air loss is reduced to less than 6 percent. Mastic
-sealed ducting also reduces air contaminants from entering the ducting.
Blower door testing:
Air flowing in and out of a home can cause lots of problems. Air leakage can account for the
30 to 50 percent of the heat loss in some homes. This is one reason why Renaissance Homes
conducts a blower door test through a professional energy auditor upon completion of every
home. It helps to determine the home’s tightness, reduce energy consumption due to air
leakage, avoid moisture condensation problems, avoid uncomfortable drafts caused by cold air
drifting in from the outdoors and make sure that the homes air quality isn’t too contaminated by
air pollution. A blower door is a powerful fan that mounts into the frame of an exterior door. The
fan pulls air out of the house, lowering the air pressure inside. The higher outside air pressure
then flows in through all unsealed cracks and openings. Blower doors consist of a frame and
flexible panel that fits in a doorway, a variable-speed fan, a pressure gauge to measure the
pressure differences inside and outside the home, and an airflow manometer and hoses for
measuring airflow.

What It’s Like to Live Here: Our Recommendations
•

Walking trails specific to this neighborhood: In Pacific Crossing neighborhood, there are
over 20 miles of walking trails! They recently began connecting the Vernonia railroad trails
through our community with the plan to connect to McMinnville.

•

Grocery store: Safeway

•

Favorite small businesses: Slow Rise Bakery on 19th Ave, Carlton Bakery, and Ruby Spa at
the Grand Lodge

•

Favorite Hangouts: McMenamin’s Grand Lodge for a movie and/or dinner

•

Gas Station: Chevron on Pacific Ave

•

Best Farmer’s Market: Main Street downtown, every Wednesday

•

Nearby Fun: Wineries in Yamhill/Carlton, explore McMinnville, and Hag Lake

•

Parks? Parks! Forest Grove is surrounded by parks!

•

Great Coffee Spot: BJ’s in the Safeway complex and Blackrock for drive-thru

•

Favorite Restaurants: Ridgewalker, New Chinese, Pac Thai, and Small Bites

Just a Little Bit About Forest Grove
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Forest Grove was settled originally in 1840 and was the first city in Washington County
It’s population as of 2017 is just a bit over 24,000 and it is home to Pacific University
Forest Grove is home to the worlds tallest barber pole. It’s true—you can see it
Fernhill Wetlands Park—acres and acres of walking and hiking trails
Adventures without limits—everything you need for outdoor water sports, including rentals
Theater in the Grove—Pacific University concerts and theater productions
Enjoy discovering the Quilt Barns in the Tualatin
Valley
Forest Grove Farmers Market—Wednesdays
throughout the summer
Wineries! Oldest grapes vines in the Tualatin
Valley at David Hill Winery and so many wineries
to explore
Pacific University is home to 1800 students and
was founded in 1849
Enjoy annual events: the medieval-themed Faire in
the Grove; Concours d ’Elegance car show; Forest
Grove Uncorked, a food, beer and wine tasting
event; and Sidewalk Chalk Art Festival, and more

